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IntrodUction

"Who ts tHe heidmpf yoUr family?," is,a meaningful Arase to most people

in otr society, and it is a phrase used in a comnon-sense way'by people to

refer to whit a sociologist might call authority relationship'S within a family.
_

In'this paper we report a sociological investigation of the social fact that

many families have heads in this combon-sense way, emphasizing the importance
. -,

of.family headship in a sociology of aging. W will sho14 that family.headship

z+. .

clearly exists in a majority of contemporary families, with recognizable duties
, .

or activities attached to the position, and recognizable patterns of position

occupancy and changes in occupancy, from generation to generation.

Family headship has not, to our knowledge, been systematically inyestigated

in the sociology 'of the fanily. However, in an informal ireatient; Howard

(1978.:268) remarks that "...good families have a chief"; and Miller (1965:78)

has observed that it is diffiCuLt for a person to remain the "head of the family"

, following retirement. Canadian polls (Gallup Poll of Canada, 1966, 1981)

periodically survey Canadian opinion on the question of who should.be "top boss"

in thelamily. The notion of headship in the family is approached through studies

of family power and decision-making (e.g., Gillespie, 1971; Hill et al., 1970:19)..;

-
and in recent feminist literature on patriarohy (e.g., Hartmann, 1976, Zaretsk),,,,

1977)..

Our own approach is'to directly inquire about the existence withiniaiilies

of a position referred to AS "head of.the family"; and we rely on an interview

respondent's ability to'talk meaningfully. .in these terms. Our preliininary

research question in this area was,to ascertain the generality of "head of the.

family" as an everyday concept. We will show that the concept has wide generality.,

.14



Methodology

This research is part of a larger study, the Generational Relations and
1

Succession Project, in which we have gathered information from an equal number

of men and women in Hamilton and Stoney Creek, Ontario, and from members of ,

2

their families. Interviews were conducted with a stratified random sample of

464 respondents over age 40 (one-third being over age 69) concerning basic

dimensions of family structure, interaction and exchange patterns; but in addition

to these issues, we inquired about a number of positions in a famiLy division of

labour, encompassing the multi-generational family. Kinkeeping, described in

another paper at this conference (Rosenthal, Marshall and Synge, 1981) is one

such family position, and headship is another.

To ascertain whether or not a position of head of family existed in a

respondent's faqly, we asked:

Nowcthinking of your side of the family
'as including yourself, your spouse and -

children, and'youriEarents and grand-
parents--whichever of these people are
still alive, is there anyone who is
thought of as "head of the family" on
your side of the family?

Note that the respondent was asked to reply in terms of the lineage: a spouse

and ascendant and descendant kin on his_or her side of the family. Interviewers

accepted as a 4aningful and codeable reply to this question, "respondent does

not understand the term 'head of the family' or claims not.to think in these

terms". Only 2% of respondents were coded in this way. This fact, together

with the social patterning of responses dis'cussed in this paper, convinces us

that the "head of the family" is a significant, though little-researched,

social phenomenon,.
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Prevalence of the Head of the Pamily

Two-thirds of the people in this study said there was a person who was

currently considered. the head of their side of the family (See Table 1).

'Table 1 About Here

Respondents who said there Was no present head were asked a second

question.

Was there ever a time when someone was
thought of as the head of the family on
your side of the family?

AnOther sixteen percent of the respondents answered this question

affirmatively:

In all, then, four-fifths of the respondents in the random Sample in

this study said that someone is now or used to be the head of their family.

We infer from these data that the position of "head of,the family" exists or

has'existed in the families of these respondents.

Responsibilities and Activities of the Head of the Fami...1i.

If a respondent said there was or had been'a head of,the family, a,follow7up.

question inquired as to why that person was considered to be head and how he

or she came to be head of the family. Analysis of these "how" and "why"

questiOns provides'quite clear information about the responsibilities and"

activities of family heads.,

Heads pf families take on, or are given, family responsibiljties. these, ,

may include: carriing financial responsibility for and supporting the familY;

.handling financial affairs for various family members; taking charge'in cris

situations; taking care of or taking responsibility for aging parents; giving

advice and solving problems; making decisiong, or having the final say in



*
decision-making; expressing'interest in and'Concerm for family members; and

doing the plann. ing and organizing_for Various family-related matters.

Nhny respondents reflOTed to the relationship between headship and felt

'or attribute& responsibilit:

I,feerthat I should take on
the re.sAionsibility. (3080)3

****

,He poulders the responsibility
for nssand for my mother. (6048)

A number of respondents At'htioned that the person Who supports the family

financially has'the right to be head.

Because he pays the bills. (3065)
* * * *

,Because he is the bread-winner...(4050)
****

' Because he provides the money.
He is important. (41.26)

In'many examples, financial responsibility is one of several responsibilities

of'the.head.

Thehe

making is a

convey the

makes and is

I guess because I handle the financing
and am consulted and generally have
the. icinalsay. (3077)

****

I,haye always.handled the money and
everything around the house, so the
children came to me. (4069)

consulted about decisions. In some cases decision-

o&dtiC. However, in the following example, the respondent

feeling that this is the way things should be. The head

sleg timate authority to affect other family members in this way.'

What he said was law. He was the
father and we all respected him.
He was strict and he made the rules. -(4099)

. ,

6as. the
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Even in families where other members participate in decision-making, the

head is the one who makes the final decision or has the final say.

My mother discusses major things
with me and usually abides by my
advice. The same with my family.
We discuss things but I'm really
the one that has the last wor'd. (3116)

****

t

Advice-giving and decision-making are often related, as in the following

example:
We all turned to him for advice
and he made decisions for us and
provided for us. (6032)

In a few cases, respondents said someone was head through force. These

individuals are able to impose their will on others but do not have the

respect and affection that customarily accompany occupancy of the position.

These quotations give no indication that the respondent sees position occupancy

as in any wiy based on legitimate authority, 'despite the fact that the first

two examples refer to the respondents' mothers.

She is a strong person. She

still can control ts and seems
4 to be able to get us to do things. (3057,)

****

She was a bully and a tyrant. No

one else'was there to talk back to

' her. (3019) .

The man in the following example was talking about his sister, 'whom he

named as head of his family.

She'is an akgressive person. Emma

. never loses an argument. (7117)

\

These preceding.examples reveal that sometimes the activities of the

head of the family include bossing other family memkers "around. These heads

.

,are not partimlarly.loved, and not necessarily Tespected. They hold their

po-sitions through domination, au0,4h1-17Zomination is perceived as such by others.
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The head of the family takes charge in a crisis: This is implied in a

number of responses which refer to the head's ability to stay calm or think

clearly in emergencies. The broader implication is that one'of the responsi-

bilities or activities of the head of the family is to steer individual members

or the family group through crises.

He's thoughtful and in a finan-
cial way he issound. He keeps
calm in a crisis and is not an
erratic person. (4081)

****

I trust him and I have confidence
in him. He can handle things
clear headedlY in emergencies. (4082)

One of the most important responsibilities that heads assume is caring

for a parent. This ma meam providing a home for a parent, as in the following

cases.

Because Mother lived with him and
he looked after her. (5041)

**** -th

She provides a home for me and
is my only child. (6011)

Such parent-caring by the head may be related to the.parent's declining

health.

He was a pri st and he looked after
' my mother when she.was an invalid. (6075)

-Parent-caring may be related to the death of the other parent.'6kTh'
Since my father died, Mother mainly
just had me. In the kast year, Robert
(the respondent's brother) has come
round to helping Mom. When Dad died,
I looked after everything. (3115)

Sometimes the activities of the head resemble those described for the'

kinkeeper (Rosenthal, Marshall and Synge, 1981). These positions are both

conceptually and empir4'cally distinct, but there are occasions when both are
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occupied by the same incumbent.

In the following examples, the Inother role't is mentione'd as' an aspect

of headship. The implication isthat heads do whatmothers do, be this ,

kinkeepini or nurturing or-advising. In fact, the sister named as head was

also said to be the kinkeve in this family.

She took over the mother role
after my mother died. (5064)

In the next examPle, too, the mother was consideredAead because she kept

the family together.

My father cited. She was widowed

quite young. She did the things
that had to be done,'kept us from' '

falling apart, helping, listening. (6031)

In summary, the head of the family is a position with many responsibilities

and activities, involving financial and emotional support1 crisis resolution,

parenttcaring, advice and decision-making and kinkeeping.

Who is the Head of the Family?

When we asked who is the head of the family, respondents tended to name

themselves or, if a female, their husband. A feW named both themselves and their
.

spouse as head of the family. In all, almost three-fourths of persons named
4

as heads were 'ther the respondent or respondent's spouse, or both. Self-

'designations and ther-designations were patterned in so'cially meaningful ways

which suggest that his is not, however, simply a case of the individual claiming

power.

Table 2 about here
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Age and Sex of Occupant

The great majority (three-fifths) of personS named as head of the fainily

were male. Thls pattern holdi true when we look at self-designations. Males

were almost twicekas likely as females to name themselves as head of the family

(35% vs., 18%). However, a substantial minority of women did name themselves
e

as heads, and self-designation increased with age for women while it decreased

significantly for men.
*

Table 3 about here

The older women who designated themselves as family heads tended to be wohen

who were not currently married. We found that in the 65 and over age group,

women who were not currently married were more likely than their married

counterparts to say they were head of the family'(Pearson's R.=221, Sign.=.011).

To ascertain the approximate age of family heads, we have exdtiried the

cases of self-designations. This analysis showed that the head of the family
0

is a position men occupy in earlier mature years, while women enter it late ,

in life.

The median age of male occupancy was between 50 and 59, with the peak in

self-designations falling between the ages of 45 and 54. In the lineage, these

are years of.authority for men. For men, there is an overall decline with age

.in the tendency to be head of the family, while the pattern for women is quite

the opposite. The median age at which women designated themselves was 70 to 74.

From this, we infer that, with age,1women are increasingly likely to be head of

the family.

10
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The same tnference may be made from designations of mothers. Mothers

tend to be heads after fathers die, making these women quite,old when..they enter

the position.

To sum up, when self-designations are used as an'indicator of age of heads,

, it appears that Maleoccupants tend to be quite Aung,and female occupants to be

elderly. Men are heads while children are still dependent and at home, and

as the nest empties. Women become heads, if at all, in their later years, long-

after children have Teft home, and after husbands have 4ied. The death of the

former head was, in fact, the most commoniy mentioned reason the present head had

assumed occupancy. Marriage was also frequently given as the occasion on which

the present head had.taken over his or her responsibilities. 'These family life

course changes, occaiioned by death, marriage and also by bitth, create vacancies

in the headship position, or treate new positions. The dynamics related to

these family life course-events result in men assuming headship at relatively

young ages and,women assuming headship, if at all, late in life.

' Kinship Positions of Occupant

After self-designations, the next most important category from which family

heads are named is the spouse: Many women named their husband as head, but

very few men -named their wives. Here again, then, we see the tendency for the

position to.be filldd by a male.

Table 3 about here

Considering the rise of feminist ideologywe might expect women to protest

against the male dominance in this position of authority, and thus to show a
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tendency to nape the couple as a kind of compromise solution. It is rather

surprising, therefore, that.men In every age group were more likely than women

. to name the marriea Couple as.head. A total of 16.4% of men but only 5% of

women gave this.esponse. It is also interesting that in the oldest group of

,

women, those over 70 years df age, not one woman named the married couple as

pasi or present head. Those few older women who still had husbands might have

been expected to name the couplie as head, sinceStudies have suggested that in

post-retirement years the couple becomes more democratic in some respects. For

example, research has indicated that after retirement, husbands and wives share

in,tthe performance of household, tasks (BallWeg, .1967; .Kerckhoff, 1964) and

move from an emphasis On inStrumental behavi to a new emphasis on expressive

behaviour ttipman, 1960, 1961). That i, the tr ditional sexual division of

labour in the Parsoniah sehSe breaks down or becomes blurred in these years, and

this is thought to be related to an increase in power for wiyes in thisseriod

(Troll, 1971; Feldman, 1964). Nonetheless, these elderly, married women did not
4

4eel headship wasvested in the married.couple.

Parents-were named as heads in about one-tenth of the cases. However, when

availability of parents is controlled tor, 30.8% of.the. respondents who had a

living parent and named a head said a parent was head of the faMily.

There is male dominance in the position with respect to parents. Although

in absolute numbers more mothers were named than fathers, this merely reflects

the fact that many mare respondents had surviving mothers than fathers. When

. we controlled for availability, fathers were more likely to be named than mothers.

Of respondents who named a head of the family ana who had a living father, 33.3%

Said their father was head, while for those with a living mother the figure was

only 21.5% When both parents were living, respondents named-fathers twice as

often as mothers.

1 2

..
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Another indication of this father-dominance appears in the data on who '

respondents said was the head of the family before the present occupant took over.

As previous heads, father? were named two and,one-half times:as frequently as

.mothers.

Finally, more than, half of those who named their mother as present head,

,said their father was the head before, that.

, In summary, although in absoLute numbers more mothers than fathers were m

named as present heads, the position is one normally occupied by a man, in this

/
case a father. 'When the father-dies, the position often passes to the mother

if S'he is still living.

Siblings and other extended family'members were said to be family heads

in only onc-tenth of the cases rt is qiivpricing, perhaps that these

individuals were named at all, .sitice,they were not mentioned as being eligible

"

for this position in the phrasing of qe question as it was presented to respondents.
Y

Children, who were eligible to be named, were designated head of the family

in less than one-twentieth of the cases. This ,is an important finding given

that one-third of our respondents were aged 70+, and one-third aged 55-69.

Respondents certainly see headship as having moved down from their parents to

themselves or others in their generation, and they frequently name a child as

future head. However, only twelve respondents felt that headship had already

tbved from their own generation down to one.of their children. A brief deviant

case analysis of these respondents will lead us into the question of the dynamics

of succession, from generation to generation, of familial headship.,

A Deviant Case Analysis of Headship Succession -

The twelve respondents who designated a child as head of the family included

seven men and five women. All these respondents were over the age of 55, and

most were over 65. Three quarter; were widowed, and most were retired.

...1-"

13
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These rwondents were not characterized by poor health. Only three of the

twelve said they had a health problem that stood in the way "a great deal" of

their doing things they wanted to do. However, poor health might well be one

contributing factor to seeing a child as head. A respondent whose present

health posed no problems indicated that a past health crisis played an important

role in the passing of headship to the child: "I became very ill when my son

was age 16. He has been'helping as head ever since" (705). A female respondent,

employing the implicit assumption that this is a male position, said her son was.

now the head "Because his father died and he is the only male and healthy" (8010).

One widowed woman had moved from her farm to an aPartment in the city,

probably after her husband died. This type of move, quite common among elderly

people who move to be closer to children (Troll, 19Z), may well involve a

move toward increased'social and emotion-adeniency on children as old social

ties are left behind. This particular woman said her son was head because:

His sister gets his advice. He
can straighten things out and
talk things over. After I moved
to my apartment from the farm he
always dropped in to see me. One

could depend on him. (8003)

Of the twelve children named as heads, aight were first-born sons, two were

the eldest male children, and the remaining two were second-eldest males. It

is clearly first-born sons upon whom this mantle falls.

These sons were often said to be heads because of their business acumen

orintelligence: For exapple:

He is a leader and successful
in business. He has good
leadership qualities and the
family turns to him. (5009)

* * * *

He is the only son. He is a
business consultant,and seems
to assume the role of head. (5022)

14
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Eight of these twelve child-heads were said to occupy the position because

they had business knowledge or success, a reason given for only one-sixth of

-all family-heads.

This consideration of the very small number of cases in which a respondent

named a\Child as present head of the family has provided insight into possible

correlates of this unusual occurrence. Respondents who designated a child always

named a son, almost always a first-borm or eldest male. These sons were far

more likely to be Considered to have special: financial or business qualifications

than was true for all heads taken as a group.

The respondents who named a child as head tended to be older, although not

dramatically so. Both sexes were about equally represented in this group,

most were widowed, and retired. From this analysis we may infer that "premature"

assumption of headship by a child is most likely to ensue when the parent, father

or mother, becomes widowed, when there is an eldest son among the children to

take on this responsibility, and when that son is financially skilled or success-

ful.

We may now turn to a more general Consideration of the passing of headship

from generation to generation.

Generational Location and Succession of Headship

The head of the family is usually.someone from the respondent's own

generation, and this tendency increases with the age of the respondents (see

Table 4). Whereas about four-fifths of respondents in the younger age group

Table 4 about here

named a generational peer, about nine-tenths of the older respondents did so.

Furthermore, respondents were more inclined to name an older generation

occupant of this position than a younger generation one.

. 15
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These data indicate that when people feel there is a head of the family

they usually see this'responsibility as vested in their owh generation. Naming

an older generation head does not necessarily have negative connotations for the

respondent, who is in_the position of "waiting'in the wings", next in line for

the assumption of family authority and responsibility.

Ho4eVer, there are negative connotations when a respondent says a child or

someone in a younger generation is now the head of the family. These respondents

are saying, in effect, that-history has movedeon, and that they have stepped

. aside to make way for the next generation. Most people, therefore, ciing V6 *the

perception that their own generation is in charge.

These data show that generational succession in headship occurs; this is

clear from the decreasing tendency with age to name an older generation occupant
5

as head and an increasing tendency to name a younger generation occupant.

Equally *clear, though, and hardly surprising, is the implication that respondents

themselves are reluctant to recognize or perceive succession as having moved, on

from them to their younger offspring or relations. Practically to the end of

life, most respondents continue to see headshiP as located in their own generation.
1.

Agreement Between Parents and Children on Existence and Occupancy of the Position

We look next at how respondents' children replied to the question ,asking
.e

who is the head of the family, to add to oui uilder§tanding about how family members

perceive the allocation of a family authority and responsibility and how this

perception changes with age.

Of the 506 children who returned the mailed questionnaire, 44% said someone

Was head of their family. Table 5 lits the lineage members named as head by
fq

these children and shows how the person identified as head varies with the agt
a

of the child. In the youngest group of children, fathers are overwhelmingly

named as heads. Overall, parents or grandparents are named 90% of the time.

16
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In the decade.of their thirties, when children are generally married, established

in occupations, and having their own children, although there are continuing

high numbers who identify a parent as head, there is a decrease in these

identaications, while spouse designations begin to ncrease.

Table 5 about here

As these childr.en become middle-aged, a surprisingnumber continue to name

parents, showing an obvious preference for fathers. However, the overall decrease

in naming parents is unmistakable, and is counter-balanced by a large increase

in children naming themselves or their spouse as head.

As people move through the eally phases of the family life course in their

own.families of procreation they generally still perceive a parent to be Op

family head. However, by the time they are middle-aged, this tendency is on:4

the wane. There is a shifting of authoiitY in the lineage, even wheh parents

are still living, indicating a weakening of the hold on headship by the aging

parents and an accession to the position by those in middle age.

A more detailed analysis of succession, which can only be hriffsly mentioned

6

here, is based on 155 cases -- one-third of our reSpondents -- who identified

,

a specific head-of the family for the past, the present, and the future.

Transition sequences, when analyzed for kinship position with respect to our

respondent as well as sex and generational location, show that the most common

pattern of succession identified by men is from parent to self to child, with

both the parent and the Child most likely to be a male. Another frequent

pattern is from male parent to self to spouse'. A few male respondents named a

grandparent as past head, a father as present head, and themjblves as future

I 7
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head. Female respondents most commonly said headship was passed from their parent

(usually a father) to their husband, arid would pass in the future to a child

(usually a son). If women place themselves ,in this sequehce of sucCession, this

ii usually succeeding the husband on his death, and to be followed by succession

by.a son. That is, there is evidence.of a four position sequence from father to

husband to wife to son, with the female acting as a kind of "regent", holding

\

.authority until the next eligible male can assume it.

Summary and Discussion

In this paper we have demonstrated that headship exists as a social fact

within a majority of contemporary families. We have described a number of

responsibilities and activities which make up the work done by heads of families.

Occupancy of the position of family head has heen shown to be systematically

patterned in socially meaningful ways by sex and age, and by kinship position

within the,lineage. Finally, we have shown that headship passes from generation

to generation, despite an apparent reluctance to give up the authority which

headship entails.

These findings point to an important dynamic of both the individual and

the family life course. Our data would suggest that traditional male-dominated

, authority patterns continue to characterize much of family life. In the long

run, and typically, headship and its succession from generation to generation

passes fro; male to male- Women are bystanders in this process, for the most

part.

0 Life course events, such as the death of a family member, are major

initiator of changes in headship; and changing health has.its effects as well,

particularly insofar as the assumption of a parent-caring role often brings with

it recognition as being the head of the family. From the perspective of the older

family member, passing on headship is a reflection of tin loss of independence,

and we have noted a reluctance to accept this loss.
:

18
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.

But with the passing of years, life goes on in families, and important

life course events lead to changes in the occupancy of family positions which

themselves remain fairly stable. Marriage often creates new heads of families,

being mentioned almost as frequently as the death of a family member as a ,

.
time when a family head assumed this position.

We may finally note that our data provide a way of seeing that family members

themselves view their families as hdving an underlying confinuity that sustains

them through time despite famil change. People see tfieir families as persisting

over time and encompassing p , present and future generations. People see

themse/ves as living in several family groupings simultaneously -- nuclear

families, multi-generational lineages and larger family groups ishat include
/

siblings, Coesins and other relatives. The meanings and boundaries of:these '

groupings change as people grow older; but our analysis has 'shown that the family

7
group is tied together by common authority, held'usually by the father, w el .

ugcontinues to bind the members into a.lineage unit despite separate ho eholds

and progression through the life course.

1 9
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Socia Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada through grant"
no. 49 79-0076-R1. Additional support has been provided by the National
Health Research DevelopmeneProgram of Health and Welfare Canada through a
'National Health Scientist award to Victor Marshall, and by the Office on

' Aging, McMaster University. Invaluable staff support has been provided
by Brenda Nussey,' and by Christine Davis and Margaret Denton of Social Data
Research Ltd. We are particularly grateful to the many people who wei-e
inteviewed or who completed questionnaires for the study.

2. To obtain 464 completions, we attempted to contact 4081 persons, drawing
new cases randomly'as needed. Despite the fact that the population listing
was the current year's property assessment tape,'used for current property
,tax billings, we could not locate 117 persons, of whom 30 were known to be
deceased and 68 known to have moved. This left 964 contacted persons, of
whoT 116, or 12%, were found to be ineligible for the study because they.
codld not speak or write English well enough to be included (we did not
provide translatOrs). Subtracting language ineligibles leaves a total of
848 eldgible contacted persons, from which base we calculate the following
rates: 12% excluded because their oiwn health was too poor or they were
preoccupied with the ill health or death of another family member; 33%
refqsal; 55% completion. Streib (1980) has recently called attention to.the
"excluded 20%" of the'aged -- particularly the very old ,-- who are Uot
interviewed in community studies f the aged. Our study undoubtedly.under-.
represents the bedfast and Ihe'very ill el,dtrly, and only five cases were
interviewed in nursing homes or homes for the aged. This study therefore
represents community-dwelling persons who, even if many are quite old, tend
to be in reasonably good health. The social class spread of the ganple is
indicated by the fact that 25% earned $8,000 or less, while 22% earned
$25,000 or more, yearly. More than half the respondents listed British as
their main ancestry, and the next largest groupse(Irish, Italian and German)
were listed by 7% or less of.respondents.

3. The numbers following verbatim responses are identification numbers of
, individual respondents. The first digit codes an age and sex:category as
follows: 3=males age 40-54; 4=females age 40-54; 5=males age 55-69;*
6=females age 55-69; 7=males age 70+; 8=females age 70+. These were-thel.
caxegories within which we drew a random ;ample.

4. The finding that three-quarters of the respondents named either themselves,
their spouse, or both themselves and their Spouse as head of the family
raises the concern that respondents may have answered the question in terms
of whom they considered head of the household, despite the Tact that the
phrasing of the question directed them to choose a head from all living,
vertically-linked generations in the lineage. However; our analysis has
convinced us that most respondents were indeed thinking of the lineage when
they named,a head of the family. A content analysis of open-ended- qwstions
showed that only about one-third of respondents under age 70 and one.:tenth
of those 70+ may hive phrased their answers in terms of the household gr9up;
the majority clearly answered in terms of'the broader family. Further
strength for the argument that respon4ents thought beyond the'confines of

20
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household is found in the fact that so many (87%) respondents who named a
present head could also name the previous ehead, and many (59%) could name.
the future head of the family. These changes from past to present to future
usually involved a transition in headship to a member of a younger ,generation.
It would be impossible for people to describe these transitions unless they''
thought beyond their immediate households.

5. Of course these pal0erns are very strongly related toavailability due
to death of older family members and maturing of younger ones.

6.. For a detailed analysis of the patterns of succession of headship,

see Rosenthal (1981).
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TABLE 1

Percent of Respondents Who Say There' Is aHead af the -Family,
by Age and Sex

Age of Respondent

Sex of
Respondent 40-44 45-49

%

50-54 55-59

Males .73.9 94.7 83.3 64.7

'Females 85.0 73.0 88.6 73.3

All 79.1 84.1 86.2 68.8

Males . 23 19 30 34
Females 20' 25 35 30

All 44 65 64

Missing Observi

60-64 65-69 70-74 75-79.80+ All

90.0 53.3 ,66.7 40.7 S0.0 68.9

46.2 70.0 63.3 44..0 53.8 67.1
9

65.2 62.9 65.0 42.3 52.5 67.9

20 15 30 27 14 212

26 20 '30 25 26 237.

46 35 60 52 40 449

Men: Pearson's R =.-.257, Sign. = .000

Women: Pearson's R = :7.235, Sign. = .000

24.

21.



TABLE 2
A

Sex and Relationitip tb )1espondent of,Persons Named as

Head of the Family

Relationship
to Respondent N.

Male

Percent of Heads Who Are:

Female Uncodable
for Sex

Respondent 24.8 .13 2

Spouse 23.5 1.6

Couple (Respondent and Spouse) .
10.9

Parent or,Grandparent 4.3

3ibling 2.6 3.3 1.6 .1

Child or'Child-in-law .3.7 .6

Other* .6 .9 .9

59.7 25.9 14.0

N 182 80 43

*Includes aunts, uncles, cousin, Other.

21.
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TABLE 3

Percent of All Respondents Who Desioate Themselves as
Head of the'FamilI bjr Age and Sex

Sex of
Respondent 40-44 45-59 50-54 55-59

Males 34.8 57.9 43.8 31.4

Females 5.0 10.7 16.1

All 20.9 29.8 25.4 24.2

N Males 23 19 32 35.

Females 20 28 35 .31

All' 43 47 67 66

60-64

38.1

11%5

23.4

21

26

47

Missing Observations = 1

Men: Pearson's R = -.121, Sign. = .037

Wamen: Pearson's R = .217, Sign. = .000

Sex: Pearson's R = .198, Sign. = .000

65-69 70-74 75-79 80% All

18.8 40.0 18.5 33.3 35.3

19.0 29.0 24.0 32.1 17.6

18.9 34.4 21.2 32.6 25.9

16 30 27 15 218

21 31 26 28 245
t7 61 52 43 463

23.



TABLE 4

Generational Location of Head, by Age of Respondent

Age ok
Respondent

,

Younger Gen- Same Geh-

eration than eration a§
Respondent Respondent

Older Gen- '

eration than
Respondent

%

I.

70+ 10.3 88.3 1.2

(N = 77)

55-69 5.1 85.5, 9.2

(N 97)

40-54 0 77.7 22.2

.(N = 126).

Uncodable =.5
Chi Square = 30.67, df = 2, Sign. = .001

Cramer's V = .23

TABLE 5

Family Member Named as Head of the Family by Respondents'
Children, by Age of Child

Family Member Named
as Head of the Family
by Child 18-29

Age of Child

30-39 40-59

Mother 9.8 24.5 16.6

Father 75.0 55.7 40.4

Grandparent 5.3 0

Spouse 5.3 16.3 26.1

.Self 4.4 . 3.2 16:6

112 61 42mr6
Exclusions = 7 (2 uncodable, 1 great uncle, and 4 siblings)

Note: 44.2% of respondents' children who rettrned mailed questionnaires said

waeone was currently head of the family:

27
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